Sequelea After Involution of Superficial Infantile Hemangioma: Early Intervention with 595-nm Pulsed Laser Combined with 755-nm Long-Pulsed Alexandrite Laser versus Wait-and-See
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Background and Objective: Infantile haemangioma (IH) is the most common benign tumor in children. At present, pulsed dye laser (PDL) has made great progress in the treatment of superficial IH, showing good safety and effectiveness. But some doctors think that superficial IH should choose to wait-and-see. However, studies have reported that most of the IH after resolution still has residual disease, and thickness seems to be an important factor. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to investigate the relationship between Sequelea and thickness after superficial IH involution. In addition, compare the Sequelea difference between 595-nm pulsed laser combined with 755-nm long-pulse alexandrite laser treatment and wait-and-see.

Materials and Methods: This retrospective observational study included patients with superficial IH evaluated in the past 6 years and divided them into a laser group and an observation group.

Results: The incidence of sequelea in the laser group was 44.6%, and the incidence of sequelea in the observation group was 69.5%. The incidence of Sequelea of superficial IH in the laser group was significantly lower than that in the observation group ($\chi^2$-test, $\chi^2$=10.790, P<0.001). In the observation group, the average A scores of the three thickness subgroups (<2mm, 2–5mm, and >5mm) were 4.38, 3.39, and 1.80, and there were significant differences in the A scores between the three groups (Kruskal-Wallis, P<0.05). There is a significant difference in the A score between the laser group and the observation group in the superficial IH with a thickness of 2–5 mm and >5 mm (Wilcoxon rank sum test, P<0.05).

Conclusion: This retrospective study showed that the degree of Sequelea of superficial IH after involution is related to its thickness. In addition, the early intervention of 595-nm pulsed laser combined with 755-nm long-pulse alexandrite laser can reduce the incidence and extent of sequelea.
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Introduction

Infant hemangioma (IH) is the most common benign tumor in children, and the incidence in infants is about 5%. They are characterized by rapid proliferation in the early stages, and then spontaneous involution. Higher incidence in premature babies, women, twins and Caucasians. IH is usually divided into superficial, deep or mixed types, superficial is the main type. At present, pulsed dye laser (PDL) has
made great progress in the treatment of superficial IH, showing excellent safety and effectiveness. But some doctors believe that superficial IH should choose to wait-and-see. Although the lesions are usually self-limiting, residual lesions may still occur in some cases, such as telangiectasia, residual fibers or fatty tissue, atrophy, discoloration, anatomical deformation, or hair loss. These residual lesions are permanent and will not subside spontaneously, representing aesthetic and social problems, so surgery is often required. It is reported that more than half of superficial IH will have permanent sequelae after involution, and thickness seems to be the main influencing factor. Therefore, determining the relationship between thickness and the risk of permanent sequelae after involution is crucial in treatment decisions. In addition, studies have shown that early pulsed dye laser intervention for superficial IH can improve the aesthetic effect, but the relevant data is very limited. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to investigate the relationship between sequelae and thickness after superficial IH involution. Besides, compare the sequelae difference between 595-nm pulsed laser combined with 755-nm long-pulse alexandrite laser treatment and wait-and-see.

Materials and Methods
In this retrospective observational study, we included patients with superficial IH who were evaluated in the past 6 years (from January 2014 to January 2020). These patients were evaluated in the department of Dermatology, the Second Affiliated Hospital and Yuying Children’s Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University.

Patients
The inclusion criteria of the observation group are as follows: (i) patients with superficial IH diagnosed as uncomplicated within 12 months of age (based on clinical history, physical examination and imaging); (ii) not receiving any treatment; (iii) Complete available information. The exclusion criteria are as follows: (i) patients with IH ulcers before treatment; (ii) patients who received other treatments later.

The inclusion criteria of the laser treatment group are as follows: (i) patients with superficial IH diagnosed as uncomplicated within 12 months of age (based on clinical history, physical examination and imaging); (ii) did not receive any treatment and selected Receive laser treatment; (iii) Complete available information. The exclusion criteria are as follows: (i) patients with IH ulcers before treatment; (ii) patients who received other treatments later.

We extract data on demographics, thickness and location of IH, management, follow-up, and results from each eligible case (Table 1).

Procedures
This study was approved by the independent ethics committee of the Second Affiliated Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University and Yuying Children’s Hospital. We have obtained the prior consent of all patient guardians to keep the photos in our files for medical purposes. And we have obtained written informed consent from all patient guardians before participating in the study.

Observation group: Follow-up was conducted by first reaching out to patients’ parents via telephone interview. Patient’s basic information such as gender, birthday, lesion type, and lesion site were confirmed. Requests for a follow-up visit to the hospital were initiated and obtain follow-up images of the lesion.

Laser group: Before treatment, the family members explained the risks of treatment, expected results and postoperative care information, and obtained written informed consent. Collected data about infant patients, including name, age, gender, time of first visit, home address and contact number, and previous treatment history. Use the same camera to take pictures for comparison before and after treatment. Before treatment, 5% lidocaine was applied to the infant for local anesthesia for 0.5–2.0 hours. According to the patient’s age and IH position, color, thickness, select the appropriate parameters of the treatment device, pulse length, energy, spot and interval time. During

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Observation Group, n = 73</th>
<th>Laser Treatment Group, n = 147</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>26 (35.6%)</td>
<td>39 (26.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>47 (64.4%)</td>
<td>108 (73.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at the time of first visit (months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤3</td>
<td>38 (52.1%)</td>
<td>107 (56.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–6</td>
<td>20 (27.4%)</td>
<td>49 (25.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7–12</td>
<td>15 (20.5%)</td>
<td>33 (17.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head and face</td>
<td>13 (13.5%)</td>
<td>93 (49.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trunk</td>
<td>55 (57.3%)</td>
<td>57 (30.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limbs</td>
<td>28 (29.2%)</td>
<td>39 (20.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
treatment, a brief gray or dark purple is considered the best treatment endpoint and can be observed 1 or 2 minutes after the start of treatment. Give cold compresses (ice cubes) for 15–30 minutes to reduce pain and swelling after surgery. Then, fusidic acid cream is used to prevent infection and adverse reactions for 1 week, with a 4-week interval between treatments. Instruct patients to avoid exposure to water and sunlight within 1 week after surgery, and to reduce strenuous exercise. Before each treatment, a photo was taken to obtain an image of the lesion.

All images were independently evaluated by three individual surgeons, blinded to this study. The image of the lesion taken at the first visit was used as a control.

Assessment
Superficial IH with a size reduction of 95–100% is classified as complete involution. In superficial IH with complete involution, the following aesthetic scores (A score) are obtained according to the degree of Sequelae: No obvious Sequelae, the A score is rated as 5; Mild telangiectasia, pigmentation or hypopigmentation, the A score is rated as 4; Obvious telangiectasia, hyperpigmentation or hypopigmentation, the A score is rated as 3; Mild fibrofatty residue, anetoderma or scar, the A score is rated as 2; Obvious fibrofatty residue, anetoderma or scar, the A score is rated as 1 (Figure 1).

Statistical Analysis
Use SPSS Statistics (version23.0; IBM Company, Armonk NY, USA) to analyze the data. Chi-square test was used to compare the incidence of Sequelae between the laser group and the treatment group, and the significance level was P < 0.05; the Kruskal–Wallis test was used to compare the A score between the thickness subgroups of the observation group, and the significance level was P < 0.05; Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to compare the A score between the laser treatment group and the observation group, and the significance level was P < 0.05.

Figure 1 Image of observation group and laser treatment group and their A score. (A) Superficial IH with thickness <2mm in the observation group and with residual mild telangiectasia. The A score is rated as 4. (B) Superficial IH with thickness <2mm in the laser treatment group and with residual minimal telangiectasia; The A score is rated as 5. (C) Superficial IH with thickness 2–5mm in the observation group and with residual obvious telangiectasia and minimal anetoderma; The A score is rated as 3. (D) Superficial IH with thickness 2–5mm in the laser treatment group and with residual mild telangiectasia; The A score is rated as 4. (E) Superficial IH with thickness>5mm in the observation group and with residual obvious anetoderma; The A score is rated as 1. (F) Superficial IH with thickness>5mm in the laser treatment group and with residual mild fibrofatty residue; The A score is rated as 2.
Results
In the observation group, 73 patients participated in the follow-up and sent follow-up images of the lesions, 19 of which had multiple superficial IH. In the end, 96 cases of superficial IH and follow-up imaging were included in the study. The ratio of men to women is 1:1.81. There were 13 (13.5%) lesions on the head and neck, 55 (57.5%) lesions on the trunk, and 28 (29.2%) lesions on the limbs. Among 96 lesions, 59 superficial IH (61.5%) completely involution. Among them, 18 superficial IH (30.5%) had a A score of 5; 15 superficial IH (25.4%) had a A score of 4; 13 superficial IH (22.0%) had a A score of 3; 10 superficial IH (16.9%) had a A score of 2; 3 superficial IH (5.1%) had a A score of 1. In the laser treatment group, 147 patients participated in the follow-up, 34 of whom had multiple IHs. In the end, 189 cases of IH and subsequent images were included in the study. The ratio of men to women is 1:2.77. There were 93 (49.2%) lesions on the head and neck, 57 (30.2%) lesions on the trunk, and 39 (20.6%) lesions on the limbs. Among 189 lesions, 168 superficial IH (88.9%) completely involution. Among them, 93 superficial IH (55.4%) had a A score of 5; 40 superficial IH (23.8%) had a A score of 4; 22 superficial IH (13.1%) had a A score of 3; 8 superficial IH (4.8%) had a A score of 2; 5 superficial IH (3.0%) had a A score of 1. We summarize the A score of the observation group and laser group (Table 2).

The incidence of Sequelae of superficial IH in the laser group was significantly lower than that in the observation group ($\chi^2$-test, $\chi^2=10.790$, P <0.001). In the observation group, the average A scores of the three thickness subgroups (<2mm, 2–5mm, >5mm) were 4.38, 3.39, 1.80, and there were significant differences in the A scores between the three groups (Kruskal–Wallis, P<0.05). There is no significant difference between the laser group and the observation group in the superficial IH with thickness <2mm (Wilcoxon rank sum test, P>0.05). There is a significant difference in the A score between the laser group and the observation group in the superficial IH with a thickness of 2–5 mm (Wilcoxon rank sum test, P<0.05). There is a significant difference in the A score between the laser group and the observation group in superficial IH (Wilcoxon rank sum test, P<0.05). We summarize the mean value of A score in different thickness subgroups (Table 3).

**Table 3** The Mean Value of A Score is in Different Thickness Subgroups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>Observation Group</th>
<th>Laser Treatment Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;2mm</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>4.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–5mm</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>4.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5mm</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion
Infantile hemangioma (IH) is the most common benign tumor in children, and superficial IH is the main type of IH. For superficial IH, the current practice recommends for a wait-and-see approach, and actually are those that might lead to permanent lesions.7,11 Studies have reported that more than half of untreated IH has not completely involution, and there residual Sequelae lesions in IH after involution.8,9,12 These Sequelae lesions include telangiectasia, skin atrophy, excess skin, scars or fibrofatty tissue. This retrospective study showed that 39.5% of superficial IH in the observation group did not completely involution. Among superficial IH that completely resolved, 69.5% had at least one residual lesion. The most common residual lesions are telangiectasia, excess fibrofatty tissue and skin. Usually, residual lesions show a combination of multiple characteristics. Therefore, the aesthetic score is used to evaluate the degree of Sequelae. Thickness is an important factor affecting the degree of Sequelae. In the observation group, the average A scores of the three thickness subgroups (<2mm, 2–5mm, >5mm) were 4.38, 3.39, 1.80, and there were significant differences. (Kruskal–Wallis test, P<0.001). How to reduce the incidence of Sequelae and improve the degree of Sequelae to obtain a higher aesthetic score is a problem we need to face. And pulsed dye laser seems to be a good choice.13 At present, the main treatment methods for infantile hemangioma include systemic or local external use of propranolol, local injection of drugs, surgery and laser treatment, etc.14 Oral propranolol is currently the first-line treatment for IH,15 but it is not the best treatment for local superficial IH. The external use of propranolol can be used for superficial and thin IH,

---

**Table 2** The A Score of the Observation Group and Laser Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A Score</th>
<th>Observation Group (n=59)</th>
<th>Laser Treatment Group (n=168)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>18 (30.5%)</td>
<td>93 (55.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15 (25.4%)</td>
<td>40 (23.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>13 (22.0%)</td>
<td>22 (13.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10 (16.9%)</td>
<td>8 (4.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3 (5.1%)</td>
<td>5 (3.0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
but has limited effect on some thicker IH.\textsuperscript{16} Surgical treatment will inevitably leave scars, and the recurrence rate is not low, so it is rarely used at present. Local injection of drugs is more suitable for deeper local IH, because it may cause skin or soft tissue atrophy.\textsuperscript{17,18} Laser therapy is suitable for local superficial IH, and has good safety and effectiveness.\textsuperscript{19} It has become a research hot-spot. In 1983, Anderson proposed the selective light theory,\textsuperscript{20} which is a precedent for the use of lasers to treat skin vascular diseases. In the field of IH therapy, the most widely used laser device is the pulsed dye laser (PDL), which has a wavelength between 585 and 595 nm. Many studies have confirmed the efficacy of 595-nm PDL, especially for the treatment of superficial IH.\textsuperscript{21,22} However, it is reported that it is not very effective for deep or thick IH, and deep components may continue to proliferate.\textsuperscript{23} Because the penetration depth of PDL is only 1.2 mm, it may only be 1/10 of the thickness of some IH.\textsuperscript{24} In order to overcome this shortcoming, the 755 nm long pulse alexandrite laser has been proved to be effective in the treatment of refractory port-wine stain (PWS). Because it can penetrate deeper skin than PDL.\textsuperscript{24} Recent studies have shown that it has shown good safety and effectiveness in the treatment of IH.\textsuperscript{25,26} YAG laser can also be used to treat relatively thick or deep hemangioma,\textsuperscript{27} but its treatment range is narrow, its operation is not easy to control, it is easy to damage the deep dermal tissue and form scars. Therefore, for thicker superficial IH, the 755-nm long pulse alexandrite laser may be a more ideal choice.\textsuperscript{28}

This retrospective study laser group used 595 nm pulsed dye laser combined with 755 nm long pulse alexandrite laser therapy.\textsuperscript{6} In this study, 88.91% of the laser group completely involution, and 45.2% of the completely involution IH had at least one residual lesion. The incidence of Sequelae in the laser group was 45.2%, significantly lower than the incidence of Sequelae in the observation group ($\chi^2$-test, $\chi^2$=10.790, P <0.001). This shows that laser can reduce the incidence of Sequelae. In addition, the average AR score of the laser group is also higher than that of the observation group, which shows that the laser can reduce the degree of Sequelae.

However, we have observed that the degree of reduction in Sequelae is different in different thickness groups. In the thickness group of <2mm, the average AR score of the observation group is 4.38, and the average score of the laser group A is 4.64. Although the average score of the laser group A has improved, there is no significant difference (Wilcoxon rank sum test, P >0.05). This indicates that in superficial IH with a thickness of less than 2mm, there is no significant difference in A score between the observation group and the laser group. This may be because the Sequelae of superficial IH with a thickness of less than 2mm are rarely left or the Sequelae are relatively minor, so the effect of laser intervention is not obvious. However, laser treatment can help IH complete the involution early.\textsuperscript{29} We need to note that IH may increase the psychosocial morbidity of parents and children, especially hemangioma located on the face.\textsuperscript{30} Therefore, it may be necessary to help the hemangioma to involution before the child enters school, which may be helpful to the child’s psychology. In superficial IH with a thickness of 2–5mm, the average AR score in the laser group was 4.31, and the average A score in the observation group was 3.39. The A score of the laser group was significantly higher than that of the observation group. This shows that in superficial IH with a thickness of 2–5mm, laser intervention can significantly reduce the degree of Sequelae (Wilcoxon rank sum test, P <0.05). This may be that in superficial IH with a thickness of 2–5mm, the probability of Sequelae is increased, and the degree of Sequelae is more serious. And laser intervention can not only reduce telangiectasia,\textsuperscript{31} but also promote the deposition of adipose tissue and correct anatomical aberrations through the thermally induced lysis of collagen, thereby promoting tissue remodeling.\textsuperscript{32–34} In superficial IH with thickness >5mm, the mean A score of the laser group was also significantly higher than the mean AR score of the observation group (Wilcoxon rank sum test, P<0.05). But the average AR score of the laser group was only 2.59. This shows that in superficial IH with thickness >5mm, although laser intervention can reduce the degree of Sequelae, it still inevitably leaves more obvious Sequelae.

The above data indicate that we can choose wait-and-see for superficial IH with a thickness of less than 2mm, because the final aesthetic score is not much different from laser intervention. However, laser intervention can help IH involution early. Therefore, the superficial IH located on the face can choose laser intervention to help IH involution early and avoid psychological problems caused to children and parents. For superficial IH with a thickness of 2 to 5 mm, laser intervention is necessary, not only to promote the early involution of IH but also to significantly reduce the Sequelae after involution and improve the aesthetic score. Laser intervention is equally effective for superficial IH thicker than 5mm, but Sequelae are inevitable.
Limitations

There are several limitations to this study. First of all, compared with the treatment group, the number of cases in the Observation group is limited. There are numeric differences between the two groups. Second, the visual assessment of thickness may not always be accurate. Finally, since this is a retrospective study, there is no systematic follow-up, so some IH may continue to degenerate after we consider it to be the final photo.

Conclusions

This retrospective study showed that the degree of Sequelae of superficial IH after involution is related to its thickness. In addition, the early intervention of 595-nm pulsed laser combined with 755-nm long-pulse alexandrite laser can reduce the incidence of Sequelae of superficial IH regression. Besides can reduce the degree of Sequelae, especially in superficial IH thicker than 2mm. The information provided by our study may help clinicians and families in predicting the risk of Sequelae and in the treatment decision-making process.
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